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Abstract—The proliferation of remote laboratories in multiple
disciplines of science has removed the cost and administration
burdens that hinder the adoption of practical sessions in
engineering education. Remote laboratories provide online
workbenches unconstrained by neither temporal nor
geographical considerations and allow an interactive learning
that maintains student attention. Recently, remote laboratories
have been developed at multiple universities and adopted in
engineering education. Furthermore, some of these laboratories
are replicated at many universities such as the electronic circuit’s
remote labs: NetLab, VISIR, and labs based on NI ELVIS II.
This was the commence of a new mainstream which advocates a
better remodeling of those laboratories to allow their allocation,
sharing among universities, and their communication with other
heterogeneous systems, e.g., Learning Management Systems
(LMS).
In this context, numerous shareable educational
architectures for remote labs integration have emerged such as
LiLa, Lab2go, ISILab, DCL, WebLab Deusto, iLab (ISA), and
Labshare (Sahara). This paper reports on the emerging solutions
for remote laboratories implementation and deployment in
engineering education in an efficient way. The paper discusses
different integration scenarios pointing out features, limitations,
and upcoming challenges.
Keywords; remote laboratory; elearning; distance education;
online learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, remote laboratories have widely been adopted in
all electrical and electronics engineering education disciplines
[1-3]. Sharing and reusing remote laboratories among
universities in an efficient way could increase the lab
availability, decrease cost, and foster collaboration among
universities. However, in the literature review [2], a study was
realized on 42 different remote laboratories and concluded that
they use different software architectures without being reused
nor shared among universities. Thus, several approaches have
been realized in order to integrate remote laboratories within
shareable educational architectures, on the one hand, to allow
inter-institutional operation and efficient administration and
management of those laboratories. On the other hand, this
integration could provide additional services to enrich online
practical sessions such as assessment and communication tools.
This paper presents a thorough study on remote laboratories

implementation and integration with shareable educational
architectures, shedding light on the most outstanding
approaches and pointing out the exclusive features and the
limitations of each. This is in order to predict and describe the
more likely to be the applied criteria for the next generation
remote laboratories and how they could be properly
implemented and deployed in electrical and electronics
engineering education.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides a
general overview on remote laboratory design; Section II
provides case studies on remote laboratories for electronic
circuits practices; Section IV discusses remote laboratories
integration with metadata repository; Section V discusses
remote laboratories integration with Learning Management
Systems (LMSs); Section VI discusses remote laboratory
integration with generic shareable architectures; Finally, a
conclusion is derived in Section VII.
II. OVERVIEW
Remote laboratories are those laboratories that can be
controlled and administrated online. They differ from the
virtual simulated laboratories as they are interacting with
physical instruments. The common generic architecture design
of today’s remote laboratory is shown in Figure 1. The user
interface is the virtual end-user workbench that handles all the
lab administration process. It is a web site that runs on the
user’s web browser and usually requires a server-side
programming language to retrieve user’s data from database,
along with a Graphical User Interface (GUI), which is built by
an animation technology embedded in the HTML code to

Figure 1. Generic architecture design of remote laboratory.
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resemble the real lab workbench. The webserver hosts the web
site and the database files and sends the user requests to the lab
server in the form of XML messages through TCP/IP model
over HTTP layer. The lab server hosts the instrumentation
control software and it is connected directly to the instruments.
The instrumentation control software sends commands to the
object under control with regarding to the received requests
from the user.
III.

CASE STUDIES

Measurement and wiring of electronic circuit’s practices
have an essential role in all electrical and electronics
engineering disciplines. Among the most noticeable remote
laboratories for this purpose are NetLab [4, 5] and Virtual
Instrument Systems in Reality (VISIR) [4, 6-8]. Both
laboratories have been adopted at many universities. As well, it
is important to address the commercial versatile design and
prototyping educational platform, NI ELVIS II [9]. Even
though, NI ELVIS II itself is not a remote laboratory but it has
12 of the most commonly used laboratory instruments
embedded in it and totally controlled by LabVIEW and thus,
can be easily controlled remotely. Moreover, it has a variety of
experiment plug-in boards and kits, from National Instruments
(NI) and from other third-party companies, to teach concepts in
controls, telecommunications, fiber optics, embedded design,
bioinstrumentation, and digital electronics. Remote laboratories
applications based on NI ELVIS II are found in [10, 11]. Other
remarkable approaches have been developed as in [12], a
remote lab is developed for measuring circuits with operational
amplifier, recording the amplitude characteristics of a T-notch
filter, and measuring the I/O characteristics of diodes, PNP and
NPN transistors and RC filters. In [13] a remote lab is
developed for running experiments on a normal BJT common
emitter amplifier circuit, while maintaining the possibility for
the students to use a wide range of different setups and
measurements.
IV.

INTEGRATION WITH METADATA REPOSITORY

ontology consists of properties to add experiments such as
description, scientific field, documentation duration, etc. basic
terminology and data types from Dublin Core [16] are adopted
to the models. Basic terminologies from other standard are
adopted likewise, e.g., the difficulty property (very easy, easy,
medium, difficult, and very difficult) from Learning object
metadata (LOM) [17]. The Friend of a Friend (FOAF) [18]
ontology is adopted to describe persons, organizations, and
projects along with the technical aspects. The open-source
software “Protégé” [19] was used to design the ontologies and
the framework of the portal was developed by OntoWiki[20].
Lab2go, however, is a metadata architecture and it is not
structured to provide access to the on-line laboratories.
V.

INTEGRATION WITH LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
(LMSS)

A LMS is a software application that facilitates the
provision of theoretical online classrooms by means of
integrated features and tools such as administrative tools,
synchronous and asynchronous communication tools,
assessment and tracking tools, multimedia sharing tools, and
standard compatibility. Even though, most of the features
provided by LMS are of crucial importance to practical
sessions. LMS, however, is confined to theoretical resources
and doesn’t support their practical counterparts. The goal is to
make use of all the services provided by open source LMSs
such as Moodle, DotLRN [21] and Sakai [22], and apply them
in the remote practical lab sessions as shown in Figure 2. Thus,
several initiatives have been launched in order to integrate
remote laboratories into LMS.
The MARVEL project [23] has created a booking module
for the most popular open source LMS, (Moodle), that is based
on hour-slots. A further modification to such booking system
has been made [24] to facilitate the integration of remote
laboratories based on LabVIEW publishing tools. In [25], a
similar approach to integrate a remote laboratory into Moodle
via plug-ins.

Nowadays, a remote laboratory of a university is scarcely
reused by other universities due to the lack of information
about the laboratory. The Lab2go project [14, 15] was
launched to fill this gap. The Lab2go project is inspired from
the semantic web feature of Web 3.0. It is a web portal that acts
as a repository and provides a common framework for on-line
laboratories providers all over the world. The laboratories with
all their related information, running projects, status, etc. are
added with metadata by using semantic web technologies,
which allows to express a piece of data about some entity in a
way that it can be combined with information from other
sources to facilitate their allocation and precise the searching
criteria rather than the traditional available searching tools that
are oriented to the keyword. This allows individuals and
researchers to find information about certain types and
architectures of laboratories in a specific field all over the
world with an intelligent way. Lab2go created a generic model
ontology consisting of various properties to add laboratories
such as remote laboratories, virtual laboratories, hybrid
laboratories, experiments, access URL, status, cost, release
date, languages, description, administrator, etc. Likewise, the
Figure 2.Remote labs integration with LMS.
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The Lila Project [26] creates a repository portal that
includes remote and virtual laboratories from distinct
universities. The experiments are provided in form of Sharable
Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [27] objects and
can be downloaded as Sharable Content Objects (SCOs) to be
reused in other SCORM-Complaint Learning Management
system (LMS). The portal provides access control and booking
systems as an inherent part of SCO to have the same effect if
the SCO is deployed out of LiLa portal (in a LMS). The access
to the experiment, either in the LiLa portal or in the LMS, is
provided by a URL. If the user is authenticated by the LMS he
will be automatically authenticated to the experiment.
Nonetheless, the user must have reserved a time slot to access
to the experiment. This is done by a reservation code provided
by the teacher. The teacher negotiates first with the experiment
provider to be delegated for the experiment administration
during a period of time and to get reservation codes for his
students. Shibboleth [28] (A standards based, open source
software package for web single sign-on across or within
organizational boundaries) is selected for the authentication
and authorization among the experiment provider, the teacher,
and the student.
The Middleware Architecture [29] is a web services-based
architecture for integrating remote laboratories with open
source LMSs such as Moodle and DotLRN. The architecture
would allow the communication of remote laboratories by
means of web services with created modules designed for
adding experiments within the LMS. Moreover, it would
support the access on experiments within iLab Shared
Architecture (ISA) [30-32] through the LMS [33].
In the mentioned integration approaches within LMS, in
general, it is not evident the relation between the course
activity and the practical session. Moreover, it is not clear
whether the collaborative tools of the LMS is supported or that
it is only created to allow sequential access to the experiment
[34]. One of the factors that have slowed down the integration
of remote laboratories into LMSs is that LMSs were usually
closed proprietary software systems and not customizable [35]
until the prevalent of the open source solutions. Other
approaches attempt to integrate remote laboratories into
standards compatibles with most of LMSs such as SCORM
[26] and IMS-LD [36] but without a notable outcome.
Moreover, it is still not clear whether if they are generic
integration for all remote laboratories and for other LMSs or
they are special cases.
VI.

A. iLab Shared Architecture (ISA)
The iLab project provides a middleware infrastructure
based on web services and developed by .NET technology,
known as iLab Shared Architecture (ISA). ISA is an efficient
management framework that can support administration and
access to a wide variety of platform-independent developed
online laboratories. The architecture started with a three-tiered
model, consisting of lab clients, service broker middleware,
and lab servers. The service broker is responsible for providing
generic functionalities such as authorization, scheduling, data
storage, etc. It is typically located at the client side campus and
it is able to be connected to multiple lab servers at distinct
institutions with web services as shown in Figure 3.
Conversely, a given lab server can receive experiments from an
arbitrary number of service brokers. The lab server implements
this queue using a database. This architecture is only valid for
batched experiments those in which the student query is
queued and results returns back to him after being executed.
The student doesn’t have to be connected while his experiment
is being executed as he is not directly connected to the lab
server. Electronics WebLab [40] is the first developed lab that
is based on iLab batched architecture. Interactive experiments
differ from their batched counterparts; they require control of
lab hardware while the user sets parameters and observes
results, thus, they require a greater bandwidth between the lab
client and the lab server. In order to accommodate these
requirements, ISA has been extended to include Lab Side
Scheduling Service (LSS), User Side Scheduling Service
(USS), Experiment Storage Service (ESS), Ticketing, and
support for high bandwidth communication between the lab
client and server. LSS, USS, ESS, and Ticketing are based on
web services. USS and LSS set the policy of the student
institution and the laboratory, respectively. But both are
designed to work together. The service broker only vouch for
the user to the lab server, then it retires and permits the direct
control of the student to the lab server leaving the storage task

INTEGRATION WITH GENERIC SHAREABLE
ARCHITECTURES

A generic shareable architecture encompasses several
remote laboratories from several universities in order to span
their dissemination and inter-institutional operation.
Consequently, this will allow the reduction of cost and the
increase of availability. The most pioneer generic shareable
architectures that have been adopted at many universities are
ISA and Sahara [37-39].
Figure 3. Batched iLab Shared Architecture (ISA).
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of experiment data to ESS. The service broker is still
responsible for authentication and authorization. It issues a
ticket stub (coupon) for the user, when he logs in, to be
redeemed by the lab server and the ESS before execution.
LabVIEW Integrated Interactive Lab Server (LVILS) is
developed to integrate laboratories based on LabVIEW GUI by
a standard and easy way to the iLab interactive architecture.
Consequently, multiple remote laboratories based on
LabVIEW have been deployed in ISA such as NI ELVIS [40].
In the case where LabVIEW is not the chosen technology, the
lab client and server must implement the web service interfaces
according to the Client to Service Broker API as defined by
ISA in order to access its generic functionality. In [41], a
LabVIEW toolkit has been developed to simplify the
integration of batched experiments. An approach to integrate
VISIR within ISA is stated in [42].
B. Sahara
The Labshare [37] project provides a common integrated
platform (Sahara) that allows remote laboratories (so-called
rigs) to be accessed and shared among institutions. Sahara
includes booking functionalities, queuing, support for
federated access, and additional administrative tools. The
authentication is based on a simple database authentication, or
local institution interface such as Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP). Each user is associated with one or
more user classes and each user class is associated with
resource permissions. Interactive experiments, batched
experiments, and monitoring (collects data but doesn’t require
user interaction) are supported. Sahara implements different
user modes: master users (who are granted access and have
full control of rigs), active slave users (allowed to join a rig
session and either allow control), and passive slave user (just
allowed to view the session). Sahara supports the automatic
allocation of individual rigs of the same kind (replications).
Sahara is based on a client-server architecture and it is
developed by PHP (for the web interface), MySQL or
PostgresSQL/Apache (for the scheduling server), and Java (for
the simulated experiment workbench), which are all crossplatform. Web services are adopted for the communication
means.
Sahara and ISA offer similar functionalities but their
architectures are different [38]. ISA offers a relative
comparative advantage in batched labs, whereas, Sahara offers
advantages for interactive labs [39]. The main upcoming
challenge in remote laboratories implementation is to have a
single architecture that encompasses the discussed features
such
as
interoperability,
compatibility,
metadata,
standardization, and integration of educational contents. For
these reasons, the founders of the above mentioned projects
(Lab2go, LiLa, iLab, and Labshare), together with other
partners have formed the Global Online Laboratory
Consortium (GOLC) [43] to research into, and promote the
development of a common infrastructure for a unified and an
interoperable architecture that is able to share online
laboratories efficiently around the world. A major research task
within GOLG is to create LabConnectors [39], based on an
interoperable cross-system protocol, to allow interchangeability

of remote laboratories between ISA, Sahara, and other
architectures such as WebLab Deusto [44], ISILab [45], and
DCL [46]. LabConnectors is a common API that establishes
common nomenclatures of web services-calls for several
architectures to allow calling experiments integrated in an
architecture from another architecture as shown in Figure 4.
Web services have a significant role in creating an
interoperable architecture. Web services are a programming
language–independent
solution
design
that
allows
communication between heterogeneous software applications
over a network by means of ad-hoc standard protocols. Despite
the high interoperability of web services, they have intrinsic
weakness on latency, interoperability, and performance owing
to the high number of transport layers used to wrap instruments
into web services and the overhead of using Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) [47]. Thus, web services are not
adequate for real-time control of instruments [3], but still its
advantages outweigh its disadvantages. Recently, many
approaches are moving from SOAP towards Representational
State Transfer (REST) [3, 48, 49] which uses as a data format
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) rather than XML, owing to
its simplicity and high transfer speed, avoiding the heavyweight of XML libraries in APIs of client and lab server sides.
VII. CONSLUSION
The integration of remote laboratories with heterogeneous
educational architectures is a step forward towards more
efficient implementation and deployment of remote
laboratories in engineering education. In this paper, different
facets of remote laboratories integration have been presented
highlighting the novelty of each approach and the upcoming
challenges. The aforementioned approaches reflect the more
likely to be the applied criteria on the development and
implementation which requires: ease of allocation using
semantic web technology; standard toolkits to facilitate
integration of several lab architectures; administration,
scheduling, and queuing services; integrated features to allow

Figure 4. Interoperability in shareable architectures of remote labs.
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communication, evaluation, and assessment within the lab
sessions; scalability and multiple access; Interoperability with
other architectures and heterogeneous systems; and
standardization to export experiments as learning objects.
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